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Abstract—The scientific area of crisis management has been in the center of attention for multiple disciplines especially the computer science. In the information centered and computer driven world, a major aim of computer scientists is to manage and analyze Big Data, extract information from heterogeneous sources and store it in unified structure formats that allow further processing. In this paper, Big Data analytics techniques and tools that are useful in all phases of crisis management are presented. Furthermore, a system-engineering approach of a big data management system will be analyzed that comprises of four phases; data generation, data acquisition, data storage, and data analytics. Benefits of the usage of Big Data for crisis management are analyzed. An innovative view of open problems concerning Big Data in crisis management is introduced.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Effective management of crises and disasters, is a global challenge. All communities are vulnerable to crisis, both natural and induced by human activities. A systematic process with principal goal to minimize the negative impact or consequences of crises and disasters, thus protecting societal infrastructure, is called effective crisis and disaster management. It is imperative throughout the world to increase knowledge of crisis and disaster management, for the purpose improving responsiveness. All the above aims may be facilitated by Big Data Analysis.

Big Data and Computer Science

The concept of Big Data project is fundamentally related to computer science since the beginning of computing. The term Big Data describes amounts of data obtained with technological means that are normally unusable by humans due to volume and which with appropriate automated processing will extract actionable information. [1]

Big Data Characteristics

Big Data may be characterized as having four dimensions: Data Volume, measuring the amount of data available, with typical data sets occupying many terabytes. Data velocity is a measure of the rate of data creation, streaming and aggregation. Data variety is a measure of the richness of data representation – text, images, videos etc. Data value, measures the usefulness of data in making decisions. [2]. A further characteristic has recently appeared, namely Variability, which represents the number of changes in the structure of the data their interpretation. Gartner [3] summarizes this in the definition of Big Data as high volume, velocity and variety information assets that demand cost effective processing.

Big Data in Crisis Management - Surveillance

The management of large volumes of data is perhaps one of the biggest challenges to be addressed by computer science. The wide variety of data acquisition sources available in times of crisis creates a need for data integration, aggregation and visualization. Such techniques assist crisis management officials to optimize the decision-making procedure. During the outburst of a crisis, the authorities responsible must quickly make decisions. The quality of these decisions depends on the quality of the information available. A key factor in crisis response is situational awareness. An appropriate, accurate assessment of the situation can empower decision-makers during a crisis to make convenient decisions, take suitable actions for the most affective crisis management [4]. Situational awareness definitions: “perception, where elements of the current situation are observed, comprehension where information obtained through observation is combined and interpreted and, projection where sufficient information and understanding exists to make predictions about impending events” [5]

II. A BIG DATA CHAIN

A. Big Data systems-engineering approach

A systems-engineering approach of a big data management system operates in four phases: data generation, data acquisition, data storage, and data analytics [6]. A big-data system is complex, providing functions to deal with different phases in the digital data life cycle, ranging from its birth to its destruction. At the same time, the system usually involves multiple distinct phases for different applications. [7]. Raw data can be taken as the raw materials with data generation and data acquisition being the corresponding exploitation process. In the same sense, data storage may be considered as a buffering process and data analysis as the final production process that utilizes the raw material to create new value [8]. The first stage leading to analysis is Data generation. The rate of data generation is increasing due to technological advancements. Indeed, IBM
estimated that 90% of the data in the world today has been created in the past two years [9]. The cause of the data explosion has been much debated. A related example is the huge amount of internet data being generated, such as internet forum posts, social media, chatting records. This huge amount of data may be unusable, but via suitable analyses may yield useful information concerning the habits and hobbies of users. Analyzing this information may render possible to predict behaviors, feelings and trends.

The data generation process is also subject to study, as it comprises of both controlled and unpredictable components. A set of sensors deployed in order to observe a particular situation, is a controllable source of high volume data. On the other hand, there exist in the internet large numbers of users, each one bestirring themselves independently and generating independent data traces. These data traces, when viewed as a total may provide information with serious implications for the economy, the defense and other topics of interest. Hence, the term big data is designated to mean all large, diverse, and complex datasets that are generated from diverse data sources, both physically and virtually distributed, that include sensors, video, click streams and many other sources. [10].

B. Data acquisition

Data acquisition refers to the process of obtaining information and is subdivided into data collection, data transmission, and data pre-processing. One of the aims of the data acquisition phase is to aggregate information in a digital form for further storage and analysis. Firstly because data may come from a diverse set of sources, such as websites that host formatted text, images and videos, etc. Data collection refers to dedicated technologies that acquire raw data from specific data production environments. Subsequently, after collecting raw data, high-speed transmission mechanisms are needed, to transfer the data into the proper storage sustaining system for various types of analytical applications. Finally, collected datasets might contain many meaningless data, which unnecessarily increase the amount of storage space required and adversely affect the consequent data analysis [11]. For example, high redundancy is very common among datasets collected by sensors for environment monitoring. Data compression technology can be applied to reduce the redundancy. Therefore, data pre-processing operations are indispensable to ensure efficient data storage and exploitation [12].

Special data collection techniques are utilized in order to acquire raw data from specific data generation environments. This statement refers to the process of retrieving raw data from real-world objects. The process needs to be well designed [13]. Otherwise, inaccurate data collection would impact the subsequent data analysis procedure and ultimately lead to invalid results. At the same time, data collection methods not only depend on the physical characteristics of the data sources, but also on the objectives of data analysis. As a result, there are many kinds of data collection methods. In the following sections, three common methods for big data collection will be explained, while some related methods will be outlined [14].

Data Collection methods

1. Log files: As one widely used data collection method, log files are record files automatically generated by the data source system, so as to record activities in designated file formats for subsequent analysis. Log files are typically used in nearly all digital devices. For example, web servers record in log files number of clicks, click rates, visits, and other property records of web users [15]. To capture activities of users at the web sites, web servers mainly include the following three log file formats: public log file format (NCSA), expanded log format (W3C), and IIS log format (Microsoft). All the three types of log files are in the ASCII text format. Databases other than text files may sometimes be used to store log information to improve the query efficiency of the massive log store [16, 17]. There are also some other log files based on data collection, including stock indicators in financial applications and determination of operating states in network monitoring and traffic management.

2. Web Crawlers: A crawler [18] is a program that downloads and stores webpages for a search engine. Roughly, a crawler starts with an initial set of URLs to visit in a queue. All the URLs to be retrieved are kept and prioritized. From this queue, the crawler gets a URL that has a certain priority, downloads the page, identifies all the URLs in the downloaded page, and adds the new URLs to the queue. This process is repeated until the crawler decides to stop. Web crawlers are general data collection applications for website-based applications, such as web search engines and web caches. The crawling process is determined by several policies, including the selection policy, re-visit policy, politeness policy, and parallelization policy [19]. Traditional web application crawling is a well-researched field with multiple efficient solutions. With the emergence of richer and more advanced web applications, some crawling strategies [20] have been proposed to crawl rich Internet applications. Currently, there are plenty of general-purpose crawlers available as enumerated in the list [21].

3. Other methods: In addition to the methods discussed above, there are many data collection methods or systems that pertain to specific domain applications. For example, in certain government sectors, human biometrics [22], such as fingerprints and signatures, are captured and stored for identity authentication and to track criminals.

Data Collection Tools

The role of technology could easily be integrated into various subtopics on crisis and disaster management. The advantages in sensing, networking and communication produce improvements in crisis management from both the research and practice perspectives. Technological advances are necessary to promote the effectiveness of crisis management systems. Reference must be made to the role Geographical Information Systems (GIS), the Global Positioning System (GPS) and Remote Sensing Technologies have in the context of data acquisition [23]. Geographical Information Systems are informative systems capable of storing, analyzing, sharing, and displaying geographically referenced information data. With the usage of GIS crisis administrators are in position to collect spatial information over a wide geographic area, to analyze and collect up to date information. In addition, given the information from GIS can be easily tabulated, providing a pictorial overview of what happening in area
was hit by the crisis. GIS applications can be useful in the following activities:

- To promote situational awareness. Situational awareness is a prerequisite in any
- To create hazard inventory maps. At this level GIS can be used for the pre-feasibility study of developmental projects, at all inter-municipal or district level.
- Locate critical facilities. The GIS system is quite useful in providing information on the physical location of shelters, drains and other physical facilities. The use of GIS for disaster management is intended for planners in the early phase of regional development projects or large engineering projects.
- Create and manage associated databases. The use of GIS at this level is intended for planners to formulate projects at feasibility levels, but it is also used to generate hazard and risk maps for existing settlements and cities, and in the planning of disaster preparedness and disaster relief activities.
- Vulnerability assessment. GIS can provide useful information to boost disaster awareness with government and the public, so that (on a national level) decisions can be taken to establish or expand disaster management organizations. At such a general level, the objective is to give an inventory of disasters and simultaneously identify “high-risk” or vulnerable areas within the country.

GIS technology can provide the user with accurate information on the exact location of an emergency situation. This would prove useful as less time is spent trying to determine where the trouble areas are. Ideally, GIS technology can help to provide quick response to an affected area once issues are known. Mapping and geo-spatial data will provide a comprehensive display on the level of damage or disruption that was sustained as a result of the emergency. GIS can provide a synopsis of what has been damaged, where, and the number of persons or institutions that were affected. This kind of information is quite useful to the recovery process. [24] An indispensable tool provided by GIS technologies is the GRP, that facilitates real time tracking of the accurate position of perties of interest. By the use of suitable hardware, GPS can be used for a variety of activities from navigation to observing volcanic activity [25].

Remote Sensing

Remote sensing refers to sensors that are attached to aircrafts or satellites. Robotic vision systems the use of remote sensing shows the following features: Data acquisition far away from the emergency area, regular renewal of the data and also provides big image data of very large areas. [26] Sensors also are used commonly to measure a physical quantity and convert it into a readable digital signal for processing (and possibly storing). Sensor types include acoustic, sound, vibration, automotive, chemical, electric current, weather, pressure, thermal, and proximity. Through wired or wireless networks, this information can be transferred to a data collection point. Wired sensor networks leverage wired networks to connect a collection of sensors and transmit the collected information. This scenario is suitable for applications in which sensors can easily be deployed and managed. For example, many video surveillance systems in industry are currently built using a single Ethernet unshielded twisted pair per digital camera wired to a central location. [27]

Social Media

Big Data analytics provides a great opportunity to reveal many sources of data. Exploring social media represents a significant challenge for big data analytics in crisis and disaster management. Research has emerged that deals with monitoring the trends of social media like Facebook, twitter, etc, before or during times of crisis. Thus, social media represent another big data source of interest. [28]

C. Data storage

The explosive growth of data imposes strict requirements on storage and management. Big data storage refers to the storage and management of large-scale datasets while achieving speed, reliability and availability of data access. It is necessary to review important issues including massive storage systems, distributed storage systems, and big data storage mechanisms. On one hand, the storage infrastructure needs to provide information storage service with reliable storage space; on the other hand, it must provide a powerful access interface for query and analysis of a large amount of data. [29] The data storage subsystem in a big data platform organizes the collected information in a convenient format for analysis and value extraction. For this purpose, the data storage subsystem should provide two sets of features:

1. The storage infrastructure must accommodate information persistently and reliably.
2. The data storage subsystem must provide a scalable access interface to query and analyze a vast quantity of data.

This functional decomposition shows that the data storage subsystem can be divided into hardware infrastructure and data management tools. Hardware infrastructure is responsible for physically storing the collected information. The storage infrastructure can be understood from different perspectives. Typical storage technologies include RAM and cache memory, hard disk drives and disk arrays. Storage infrastructure can be classified from a networking perspective [30]. In this category, the storage subsystem can be organized in different ways, including, but not limited to the following.

Direct Attached Storage (DAS): DAS is a storage system that consists of a collection of data storage devices. These devices are connected directly to a computer through a host bus adapter (HBA) with no storage network between them and the computer. DAS is a simple storage extension to an existing server.
Storage Area Network (SAN): SANs are dedicated networks that provide block-level storage to a group of computers. SANs can consolidate several storage devices, such as disks and disk arrays, and make them accessible to computers such that the storage devices appear to be locally attached devices. [31]

Network Attached Storage (NAS): NAS is file-level storage that contains many hard drives arranged into logical, redundant storage containers. Compared with SAN, NAS provides both storage and a file system, and can be considered as a file server, whereas SAN is volume management utilities, through which a computer can acquire disk storage space.

Crisis management data storage tools
Storage mechanisms for big data may be classified into three bottom-up levels: file systems, databases, and programming models. File systems are the foundation of the applications at upper levels. Google’s GFS is an expandable distributed file system to support large-scale, distributed, data-intensive applications [32]. GFS uses cheap commodity servers to achieve fault-tolerance and provides customers with high performance services. GFS supports large-scale file applications with more frequent reading than writing. However, GFS also has some limitations, such as a single point of failure and poor performances for small files. Such limitations have been overcome by Colossus [33], the successor of GFS. In addition, other companies and researchers also have their solutions to meet the different demands for storage of big data. For example, HDFS and KosmofSs are derivatives of open source codes of GFS. Microsoft developed Cosmos [34] to support its search and advertisement business. Facebook utilizes Haystack [35] to store the large amount of small-sized photos. Taobao also developed TFS and FastDFS. In conclusion, distributed file systems have been relatively mature after years of development and business operation. Some of the available tools to facilitate big data storage are:

1. Google BigTable: a distributed, structured data storage system, which is designed to process the large-scale (PB class) data among thousands of commercial servers [36]. The basic data structure of BigTable is a multi-dimension sequenced mapping with sparse, distributed, and persistent storage. Indexes of mapping are row key, column key, and timestamps, and every value in mapping is an unanalyzed byte array. BigTable is based on many fundamental components of Google, including GFS [37], cluster management system, SSTable file format, and Chubby [38]. GFS is used to store data and log files.

2. Cassandra: a distributed storage system to manage the huge amount of structured data distributed among multiple commercial servers [39]. The system was developed by Facebook and became an open source tool in 2008. It adopts the ideas and concepts of both Amazon Dynamo and Google BigTable, especially integrating the distributed system technology of Dynamo with the BigTable data model. Tables in Cassandra are in the form of distributed four-dimensional structured mapping, where the four dimensions include row, column, column family, and super column. The partition and copy mechanisms of Cassandra are very similar to those of Dynamo, so as to achieve consistency. [40]

3. Hadoop: a top level Apache project that started in 2006. Hadoop can process extremely large volume of data with different structures. Is used commonly in industrial applications, analyzes big data with specific functions such as spam filtering, network click stream analysis and social recommendations. [41, 42]. In fact, Hadoop has long been the mainstay of the big data movement. Instead of relying on expensive, proprietary hardware to store and process data, Hadoop enables distributed processing of large amounts of data on large clusters of commodity servers. Hadoop offers scalability, cost efficiency, flexibility and fault tolerance. Hadoop can recover the data and computation failures caused by node breakdown or network congestion. The Apache Hadoop software library is a massive computing framework consisting of several modules, including HDFS, Hadoop MapReduce, HBase, and Chukwa. [43]

4. MapReduce: a software framework for easily writing applications which process vast amounts of data (multi-terabyte data-sets) in-parallel on large clusters (thousands of nodes) of commodity hardware in a reliable, fault-tolerant manner. The computational model consists of two user-defined functions, called Map and Reduce. The framework takes care of scheduling tasks, monitoring them and re-executes the failed tasks. [44] The concise MapReduce framework only provides two opaque functions, without some of the most common operations (e.g. Projection and filtering). [45]

5. Dryad: a general-purpose distributed execution engine for processing parallel applications of coarse-grained data. The operational structure of Dryad is a directed acyclic graph, in which vertices represent programs and edges represent data channels. Dryad executes operations on the vertices in clusters and transmits data via data channels, including documents, TCP connections, and shared-memory FIFO. All kinds of data are directly transmitted between vertexes [46]. In addition, Dryad allows vertexes to use any amount of input and output data, while MapReduce supports only one input and output set. DryadLINQ [47] is the advanced language of Dryad and is used to integrate the aforementioned SQL-like language execution environment

6. NOSQL databases (non – relational databases)

With the development of the Internet and cloud
computing, there need databases to be able to store and process big data effectively, demand for high-performance when reading and writing, so the traditional relational database is facing many new challenges.[48] Various database systems are developed to handle datasets at different scales and support various applications. Traditional relational databases cannot meet the challenges on categories and scales brought about by big data. NoSQL databases (i.e., non traditional relational databases) are becoming more popular for big data storage. [49] Especially in large scale and high-concurrency applications, such as search engines and SNS, using the relational database to store and query dynamic user data has appeared to be inadequate. [50]

D. Data Analysis

The last and most important stage of the big data value chain is data analysis, the goal of which is to extract useful values, suggest conclusions and/or support decision-making. Firstly, the purpose and classification metric of data analytics will be discussed. Subsequently, the application evolution for various data sources and summarize the six most relevant areas will be reviewed. Finally, several common methods that play fundamental roles in data analytics will be introduced. Data analytics addresses information obtained through observation, measurement, or experiments about a phenomenon of interest. The aim of data analytics is to extract as much information as possible that is pertinent to the subject under consideration. The nature of the subject and the purpose may vary greatly. Some example aims include:

- To extrapolate and interpret the data and determine how to use it,
- To check whether the data are legitimate,
- To give advice and assist decision-making,
- To diagnose and infer reasons for fault, and
- To predict what will occur in the future

In [53] data analytics are classified into three levels according to the depth of analysis: descriptive analytics, predictive analytics, and prescriptive analytics.

Descriptive Analytics: exploits historical data to describe what occurred. For instance, a regression may be used to find simple trends in the datasets, visualization presents data in a meaningful fashion, and data modeling is used to collect, store and cut the data in an efficient way. Descriptive analytics is typically associated with business intelligence or visibility systems.

Predictive Analytics: focuses on predicting future probabilities and trends. For example, predictive modeling uses statistical techniques such as linear and logistic regression to understand trends and predict future outcomes, and data mining extracts patterns to provide insight and forecasts.

Prescriptive Analytics: addresses decision making and efficiency. For example, simulation is used to analyze complex systems to gain insight into system behavior and identify issues and optimization techniques are used to find optimal solutions under given constraints. [54]

III. BIG DATA IN CRISIS PHASES

Crisis

Professor C. Hermann in his article in Administrative Science magazine in June 1963 [55] states that “the crisis is a condition characterized by surprise, a high risk of serious values and short reaction time”. The four phases of crisis are: Prevention, Preparedness, Response and Recovery. These formulate the crisis cycle. There are many interesting approaches about the usage of Big Data in crisis management.

Big Data and Crisis Prevention

Information derived from the analysis of Big Data can help to anticipate crises or at least reduce the risks that would arise from a disaster the major crisis effect. One example is in a big earthquake harm arises in telecommunication networks leading to interruption of communications, also has been observed a large number of blackouts. There exists a need to study this data for optimization of the civil infrastructure to avoid this crisis effects. [56]

Big Data and Crisis Preparedness

Big Data analysis can help significantly to the preparation of crisis management. Through the data analysis can be done recognizing the dangers and to provide a sound strategic approach by the respective managers of the crisis. Big Data analysis can also guide the proactive deployment of resources to fully cope with an impending type of disaster [57]

Big Data and Crisis Response

Big Data analysis in real time can identify which areas need the most urgent attention from the crisis administrators. With the use of the GIS and GPS systems, Big Data analysis can assist the right guidance to the public to avoid or move away from the hazardous situation. Furthermore analysis from prior crisis could help identify the most effective strategy for responding to future disasters. [58]

Big Data and Crisis Recovery

When the recovery activation will gradually start, the infrastructure would provide a big data source. The Big Data analysis sharing useful information for recovery procedures about volunteer coordination and logistics during the crisis. [59]

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the usefulness of the analysis of Big Data management in crises and disasters was presented. A brief analysis of the collection data sources during the crisis, the technological means and the tool storage and processing of Big Data. The challenges arising from the review concerns the important research fields of the Social media data usage in crisis management. In this context, a system-engineering approach of a big data management system into four phases, data generation, data acquisition, data storage, and data analytics was also outlined. The era of big data is upon us, bringing with it an urgent need for advanced data acquisition, management, and analysis mechanisms. In the big data acquisition phase, typical data collection technologies were investigated during each stage of the data
life cycle the management of big data is the most demanding issue. Many challenges in the big data system need further research attention. Big data research remains in its embryonic period. Research on typical big data applications, is required that can improve the efficiency of government sectors, and promote the development of human science and technology, while it is also required to accelerate big data progress. Furthermore there are interesting challenges in data mining in crisis and disasters management. Algorithms need to be developed for completing tasks such as pattern mining for discovering interesting associations and correlations, clustering and trend analysis, to understand the nontrivial changes and trends, and classification to prevent future reoccurrences of undesirable phenomena. Finally several security challenges in storage and transmission of data need to be under constant investigation, in order to address newly emerging threats.
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